EPIGRAPHIC NOTES
1. A Duplicate of the Treaty between Athens and Chalcis, I.G., JJ2, 44 (378/7 B.C.).
The frag,ment which preserves the record of the treaty of alliance between Athens
and Chalcis is a fairly large rectanoular block, the top of which is decorated in an
unusual fashion. It consists of a shallow narrow panel in which a row of stylized leaves,
approaching the centre of thie stele from each side, was cut. The block possesses still
another unusual feature in the decorative form of punctuation used (line 1) in the name
Ei3'-piXro,for which the best parallel exists in 1.G., II2, 156 (photograph,
[iAj]taor,81rig
IIesperia, VII, 2, p. 270) of the fifth century B.C. Time, weather, and mistreatment have
served to obscure identically similar workiDanship on another, much smaller fragment
of Pentelic marble (published as 1;G., Il?, 155). Not only these features, but also the
text itself has passed unrecownized. The stone was difficult to read because of its
weathered surface, and several letters were incorrectly transcribed. In line 1 there is
no vacat, but the peculiar five-point mark of punctuation; and the letters are not ETE,
but EYp. With the aid of I.G., II2, 44, of which it is clearly a duplicate, the following
text of I.G., 112, 155 has been constructed:
i
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As in I.G., IJ2, 44, the letters of lines 1-3 are wide-spaced and larger, and those of
lines 4-6 smaller and crowded. Consequently the stoichedonorder of twenty letters per
line in lines 4-6 gives way to a line of thirty-seven. In all probability I.G., II2, 44
had also been erected on the Acropolis, and later found its way to the South Slope, as
so nmanyother inscriptions have. Duplicates of such important recordswere not uncommon.
Fair-sized fragments of the treaty of the Athenians and Chians and part of a duplicate
exist (L.G.. J2, 34, 35), and both were found on the Acropolis. Likewise there are
examples from the fifth and fourth century of duplicates of administrative decrees (ef
1LG.,112, 216, 217). The identification of this fragment removes it from the large number
of unsolved fragcments.
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2. A New Fragment of the Treaty between Athens an(l Dionysius, the Elder.
The new fragment of I.G., JJ2, 105, which records the treaty between Dionysius and
the Athenians (368/7), was found on the Acropolis and published first in the SB. Berliner
Alkademie, 1887, 1196 by Koehler from a copy of Lolling. Then it was republished with
no change in the Editio Minor as 1.G., JJ2, 523. Badly battered and preserving no original
side save the inscribed face, which is hardly damaged, the new fragment exhibits features
unmistakably similar to those of 1G., 12, 44. The alignment and letter-forms are identical.
Only the portion of the document to which this piece belongs is presented below:
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Koehler had restored yeattyotarccioV dyuov in line 3 of I.G., JJ2, 523 and had dated
it "end of fourth century." The new juxtaposition replaces this restoration with xQot1]tar1a
trip [foXAgan-d abolishes the need of explaining the embarrassing use of ov y'ea,utotaros
wov YU,uovin a document earlier than the last decade of the fourth century (r. y. '. d. at
is well in
f.G., II2, 510; I_esperia, VII, 2, p. 300). The use of r6v y2eattae'a ni-glo2
accord with the epigraphical custom at this period.1
1 The earliest dated uise of yeaaya r
r6ovxwia wvrcev tvdv in the formula of )ayment occurs in the
inmportantdecree concerninig the reorganization of the objects of the Chalkotheke, now dated in 353/2 n.c.
(Hesperia, VII, 2, p. 286).
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